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Supervised Learning ↔ Learning a function using labeled examples

Problem Setting:
§ Set 𝑋 of possible of examples, as vectors 𝒙 of features/attributes
§ Set 𝑌 of possible labels/values 𝑦 for the elements in 𝑋
§ Unknow target function: 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌

Inductive biases:
§ Set 𝐻 of hypotheses: 𝐻 = *𝑓 *𝑓 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 }
§ Loss function ℓ to assess the quality of a hypothesis

Input:
§ Set 𝐷 of 𝑚 labeled (training) examples: 

𝒙! , 𝑦! !"#
$ = { 𝒙! , 𝑦! , ⋯ , 𝒙$, 𝑦$ },    where 𝑦! = 𝑓 𝒙! + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

Ouput:
§ Hypothesis *𝑓 ∈ 𝐻 = *𝑓 *𝑓 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 } that best approximates 𝑓 based on 𝐷 and loss ℓ
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Supervised Learning ↔ QuAM

Goal / How do we use the learned function !𝑓 ? 

§ To make predictions: Given the (unseeen) input vector 𝒙, what is its (expcted) value/class?

o Given that temperature is 26.3 degrees, wind is 2.5 m/s, pressure is 0.92 atm, what is 
the expected humidity?

o Given that BMI = 30.2, age is 35, weight is 181, is person overweight or not?

Building a Query Answering Machine (QuAM)

§ Each labeled example in 𝑫 provides an answer to a specific question: given specific 
values of the features, 𝒙!, the correct answer is 𝑦!

§ Learning: Use the examples in 𝐷 to figure out the correct answers to new questions!
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QuAM: To wait or not to wait at the restaurant?

Set 𝑋
Attributes (Features)
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QuAM: To wait or not to wait at the restaurant?
Set 𝐷

Training examples
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Learn the function 𝑓, the QuAM by asking questions!
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Learn the function 𝑓, the QuAM, by asking questions!

v Let’s split the input, one-shot question 𝒙, into a sequence of smaller questions

v → Ask a sequence of questions about the individual features in 𝒙, where the 
exact sequence depends on: 

o the first question, where we start from, 

o each individual answer.

v The answer is found when either no more questions can be posed or the answer is certain 

QuAM: Question(𝒙) → Answer ( %𝑦)
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Learn the function 𝑓, the QuAM, by asking questions!
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Learn the function 𝑓 by asking questions: Decision Trees

A tree structure, with the questions at the nodes and the (final) answers at the leafs!

𝑋 = { body_tempeature, give_birth }

𝑥# = body_temperature = {Warm, Cold}

𝑌 = {Mammal, Non_Mammal}

𝑥% = gives_birth = {Yes, No}

Attribute set:

Label set:

Input Question: Given 𝒙 = (𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑚,𝑁𝑜) is the animal a Mammal? → Anwer: No

Input Question: Given 𝒙 = (𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑚, 𝑌𝑒𝑠) is the animal a Mammal? → Anwer: Yes

Input Question: Given 𝒙 = (𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑑, _) is the animal a Mammal? → Anwer: No
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Decision Trees
o A decision tree represents a function 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌, where 𝑋 = attribute set, 𝑌 =decision set

§ Input: a vector of attribute values, 𝑋!, 𝑋", ⋯ , 𝑋#
§ Output: a decision (a classification or a regression), value 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌

o Structure:

v Defines a tree-structured hierarchy of tests / questions (rules)

v Consists of a root node, internal nodes, and leaf nodes

ü Root and internal nodes: contain tests on attribute values

ü Branches: assign  attribute values

ü Leaf nodes: define the predictions 

o Predict (e.g., classify) input 𝑿:

1. traverse the tree from root to leaf nodes:                      
answer questions / perform tests based on input data

2. output the labeled 𝑦

Discrete / continuous / 
categorical / interval
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DT for playing tennis

Quiz: Answer all questions

1. Which nodes are the root nodes?

2. Which nodes are internal nodes?

3. How many leaf nodes are in the DT? 

4. What are the attributes / features of the problem?

5. What is the set 𝑌 of possible answers?

6. Input a specific question and provide the answer
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DT for playing tennis

o Each internal node: test one (discrete-valued) attribute 𝑋$
o Each branch from a node 𝑋$: corresponds to one possible 

value for 𝑋$
o Each leaf node: predicts y ∈ 𝑌, or 𝑃 𝑦 𝑿)

DT for 𝑓: <Outlook, Humidity, Wind> → Play Tennis? (y/n)

𝑿 = (Outlook=Sunny, Humidity=Normal, Wind=Weak) → 𝑓 𝑋 = Yes

𝑿 = (Outlook=Rain, Humidity=Normal, Wind=Strong) → 𝑓 𝑋 = No

𝑿 = (Outlook=Overcast, Humidity=High, Wind=Strong) → 𝑓 𝑋 = Yes  
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DT to classify oranges vs. lemons

o With real valued attributes

𝑿 = (width = 4.3, height = 5) → 𝑓 𝑋 = Orange

𝑿 = (width = 7.1, height = 9.6) → 𝑓 𝑋 = Lemon

Quiz: Which questions are valid ones?

1. Width is less than 6.5, height is 5: O or L?

2. Width is more that 7 and height is less 8: O or L? 

3. Width is 4.3 and height is 5: O or L?
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DT for assessing fuel efficiency (MPG / KPL) of a car

ØThe decision tree representation is natural for humans
Ø Many How To manuals (e.g., for repairing items, such as cars) are written entirely 

as a single decision tree stretching over hundreds of pages …

Human interpretable!
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To wait or not to wait at the restaurant …?

Set 𝑋
Attributes (Features)

Quiz: Define the type of each attribute

1. Categorical: how many categories

2. Numeric discrete (> 2 values)

3. Numeric  continuous

4. Binary
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To wait or not to wait at the restaurant …?
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Decision Tree learning
How do we define a DT for a problem domain?

ü By using 
available 
data and 
learning
the tree!

v …. THE tree? …. Which tree?o By hand …
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DT, hypothesis, functions

o Each DT represents a different function <𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 for the same problem domain

o Other way of saying it: each DT represents a different hypothesis in the hypothesis space 𝐻

v How many possible hypotheses?

v What functions can be represented?
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Expressiveness: what functions can be represented?

ü DTs can represent any function of their input attributes!

o Boolean functions

Ø A Boolean decision tree is logically equivalent to the assertion that the goal attribute is true if and 
only if the input attributes satisfy one of the paths leading to a leaf with value true

o A path 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ! to a leaf gives a truth table row

o Using propositional logic: 𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙 ⟺ (𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ" ⋁𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ# ∨ ⋯ )

o Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF): any function in propositional logic can be represented as a DT
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How may functions for the same problem domain?

𝑓 =

Quiz: Can this function be represented by only ONE DT?

1. Yes: show it!

2. No: show a couple of alternatives!

3. Maybe: I give up
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How may functions for the same problem domain?

ü The same function can be represented by (many) different trees

𝑓 =

o How many trees?

o Which one do we prefer?
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How may functions for the same problem domain?

o Let’s consider the case of 𝑛 Boolean attributes, y = 𝑓(𝑥", 𝑥#, ⋯ , 𝑥$), where 𝑥! ∈ 0,1 , 𝑦 ∈ 0,1

o How many different Boolean functions can be realized with 𝑛 Boolean inputs?

o There are 2$ different inputs

o Each input can have 2 different output → There are 2$ different realizations of the outputs

o → 2#! different Boolean functions of 𝑛 inputs

2% = 16 different inputs

2% = 16 different outputs 

Combining: 2"! = 65536 functions 

For 𝑛 = 10 (the restaurant problem) → 10&'(
different functions!

Ø Searching the hypothesis space seems 
intractable
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What are we looking for? Consistent + Simple

o A consistent hypothesis: a DT which is consistent with the data

o A hypothesis that generalizes well: a DT which is 
small, not overfitting (too much) the data

v Occam’s razor: find the simplest hypothesis
(smallest tree) which is consistent with the data

o If we were able to find a small decision tree that explains data well, 
then good generalization guarantees:   NP-hard [Hyafil-Rivest’76]. 
→ unlikely to have a poly time algorithm!
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DT defines axis-parallel decision boundaries

Binary classification, two attributes

v What kind of decision boundaries 
do we learn by asking questions 
and condition to previous answers?

v How the dataset is being 
recursively partitioned?
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DT defines axis-parallel decision boundaries
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DT defines axis-parallel decision boundaries

ü This partitioning achieves 
the correct classification of 
the dataset
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Divide-and-Conquer
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Divide-and-Conquer: can overfit!


